Xeroradiophotography.
Sensitive emulsion of current radiographic film is constructed by silver halogen crystals, including millions of ions that form the image. The resolution of image is associated with the number of ions, but they cannot exceed a certain limit in terms of surface area unit. Besides, relevant accessories and stages of processing also mean longer time and higher cost. To reduce such barriers, the Xeroradiophotography system was designed and built on the basis of Xero Physical phenomenon in which the image is formed by taking advantage of both Xrays and visible light. Besides, different physical method for developing and fixing is used, replacing the conventional photochemical process with the electrostatic function. As a result, high-quality images are obtained while reducing radiation and other biological hazards, making radiography safer and quicker and less expensive. As this paper highlights, the device could be best used for soft-tissue procedures like mammography.